Get check-ups remotely with virtual dentistry!

Expert dental advice is available anytime, anywhere

When you can’t make it to the dentist’s office or have an urgent question outside of regular hours, you can still get expert dental advice, virtually. Say hello to virtual dentistry!

Virtual dentistry offers members convenient access to a Delta Dental dentist¹ for answers to questions, quick checkups, second opinions or other oral health needs in between visits to the dentist’s office. Virtual assessments don’t count towards exam frequency limitations and are a covered benefit for Delta Dental PPO™ and Delta Dental Premier® members.²

Virtual dentistry offers two kinds of virtual assessments:

• Photo assessments within 24 hours for simple dental concerns, and
• Live video visits when you want expert advice immediately or are experiencing pain.

Want to learn more?
Scan this QR code with your smartphone or visit www1.deltadentalins.com/members/virtual-dentistry.html

². Deductibles, annual maximums and coinsurance apply. Some Delta Dental plans may not allow you to use your benefits to pay for a virtual dental assessment. If your plan is not eligible, or if you choose to not use your benefits, you may still receive a virtual dental assessment for a fee of $35.

West Virginia: Learn about our commitment to providing access to a quality dentist network at deltadentalins.com/about/legal/index-enrollee.html.